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My dear brethren and friends,
This one may be lengthy, but it may well be the most pivotal and helpfully worded summary of these times for
the frightened believer to hear right now, that is, if any would yet want to turn their fears into a most warm and
unfailing faith, even at such a late looking stage of today's terrors against us. I then most pleadingly ask all of
you with all my heart to take this all in, doing so very thoughtfully, as I pray that it will help the more sincere of
you who no longer want to be terriﬁed of what you see all around you, but would rather that you be brought to a
new understanding of why your own fear is your own worst enemy right now. -dwaine
____________________
I have assembled the following basic opening statement to be a quick universal way to describe the fear
mongering issue that many have fallen prey to today:
"To better terrify any society enough to control them even unto self sacriﬁce for you, you must ﬁrst dumb them
down from any protective moral values and solutions that they might have otherwise held as commonly trusted
wisdom and noble, wholesome virtues, to then keep them from more successfully supporting and acting upon what
they inside know to be the right thing to do, where they might then defeat you altogether with such knowledge and a
renewed trust in its help come of their previously trusted greater Authority."
In other words, make them illiterate and untrusting of the God of the Bible and create a dependancy in them on
yourself as a more tangible (here and now) god in their lives, just as is laid out in Orwell's book "1984", where big
brother becomes god in the minds of the fearfully drifted unfaithful.
Thus brings the glimmer of hope that I offer in relation to such events today.
First, What is so evil about a man whose heart wants nothing more but to bring his already proclaiming bible
believing friends even more safely and securely away from "big brother god" and back into the better graces of
YHWH's once protective arms? Does the Bible call for such "pushy preachers" to be stoned to death for their
over-enthusiastic desire to better restore and thereby safeguard the faith of their most cherished friends and
loved ones? No? Well, If not, then why is such a caring-motivated character in any man so thoroughly resented
and hated? Is it the preacher that is wrongfully doing his job with too much compassionate love for others?
...or is it the sin-founded peer pressure causing such resentments in those who don't want to face their fears
with a trust in the God they say they wordhip? ...or... Can it be even scarier yet, that millions
are that conditioned, ...that locked-in to their decades of YHWH-doubting "programming" ... to then never let go
of their status quo big brother familiarities and its false but fuzzy security blankets?
Those who are mocking the more serious of us witnesses, in denial against the more accurate teachings of
biblical truth, and/or still helping Caesar's side in many ways, and most obvious are those with campaign
buttons and waving political posters, wearing masks (especially "double maskers" now) etc, are those who are
only becoming like walking billboards, lit up like Times Square neon against the dark of our days, glaringly
boasting their part in satan's success in the dumbing down of mankind.
"My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge" -Hosea 4:6
Sadly, the once Christian world is now with that crowd, having become a near "joined at the hip" part of this
present world, externally permitted to think that they are worshiping "God", while in reality they are only
worshiping "God" in vain, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men, where man, through his lack of

responsible vigilence, had long ago opened the door to his own de-education process, thus allowing both fear
and self to rule their minds and hearts, increasingly trained that they should stand with corrupt men as
replacements over YHWH as their greater authority and savior.
The dumbed down who have been thereby conditioned into a literal fear of the truth (and just as foretold/warned
in 2 Thess 2:10), now merely sit as perfectly trained, obedient robot-like slaves under the many various subdivisions of today's rigid "churchianity"-arm of a literal "big brother god" society, which is itself essentially now a
militarized army already beginning to literally and ever faithfully serve the world's satanic sorcerers, magicians,
and tyrants... ...even unto death. They are comfortably but obediently staying put in their nicely appointed cattle
cars for their masters on their way to today's Auschwitz. ...a most painful deﬁnition of worship.
Whether they are in cozy little "obey Caesar" churches, or in "let's study just the easy-to-follow parts of Scripture
while we do our best to not offend Caesar" remnants, etc, they are all terriﬁed of yes, offending their true gods
and only able to openly share fearful messages of the oncoming ﬂoodwaters building around them, fearful and
ashamed to preach "the foolishness of Christ cruciﬁed" let alone His literal kingdom of hope.
Some are slowly coming around to YHWH's governance, but the overall bulk of the church-trained soldiers of
Caesar are ashamed to speak the hope and promises of a loving God to the beneﬁt of their neighbors, even to
save their own souls. They are incapable of putting any true faith above their fears to stand with the God they
say they worship, fearing a rejection of their fellow Caesar worshipers and the retribution and/or cessation of
privaleges and provisions from their more loyally trusted government gods.
They, being incapable of heeding the warnings of destruction against their trust of those gods (warnings come
of the loving God they otherwise profess to worship), are obediently blocking out clearly stated warnings of how
YHWH will not at all appreciate their routine church and remnant rituals. That is, if they are not ﬁrst standing
against the very sins that those rituals were given to us as reminders to stand against in the ﬁrst place. Ponder
these symbolic reminders that we were given in Scripture as my examples for us here:
-Passover was to be carried out in respectful remembrance of how YHWH rescued us from slavery in Egypt, that
we might always trust in Him in future generations and thus steer clear of oppressive tyrants.
-The Sabbath was a reminder to remember that it was the day in which YHWH rested, and also that we should
never forget to keep that day holy, being then a witness to the world as to which god and authority system we
are solely loyal to.
-Communion was a ritual to be a reminder of the ﬂesh and blood that Yeshua had shed for us, "in rememberance
of me", He said, which itself was to be in remembrance of His actual selﬂess sacriﬁce, where its actual meaning
was to illustrate our call to stand for our fellow man's well being and biblical "perfect law of liberty" even at the
cost of our own lives, thus giving of ourselves "as living sacriﬁces", which is our reasonable service (Romans
12:1).
-The tabernacle/temple gatherings were to be reminders to remain in unity under YHWH's "covering" (His
authority and laws).
-the feasts were to remind us to not be infected by the world: 1. the feast of unleavened bread to remind us to
not allow corruption "the leaven of the Pharisees" into our midst. 2. The feast of tabernacles to remind us to not
become engrossed in worldy wealth and creature comforts, especially when come of oppression. 3. The feast
of trumpets to always be vigilant and willing to stand in a soldier-like faith in YHWH against worldly corruptions
and attacks.
-fasting is not just good for cleansing the body, but is to be a ritual of humility as a reminder to us to cleanse our
lives from selﬁsh excess as well, much like the feast of tabernacles pulls us from our creature comforts for a
time, but in a more personalized sense.
-We were taught by Yeshua how to pray, where that too, is to be our way of externalizing what is actually in our
hearts. If we are praying for our own comforts and pleasures without ﬁrst praying that YHWH might strenghten
our wisdom and faith to then dutifully stand upright with Him in His law of love for one another, then Proverbs
28:9 steps in:
"He who turneth away his ear from the hearing of the law, even His prayer shall be an abomination."

So even our prayers are supposed to be the outer expressions of our innermost desires to remain close to Him,
seeking helps that will work with the good of all. They are not to be purposed to seek further comforts and
protections while we fearfully follow an oppressive Caesar as if god, then being an accomplice in "lording it over
our neighbors".
Just about every instructed ritualistic thing we were commanded and encouraged to do, including many more,
even on down to little things like the ancient instruction on the wearing of the tzit tzits on the corners of our
garments (ribbands of blue; Numbers 15:38), were all given somewhat as if to be constant "post it notes" in our
daily lives that we'd not lose sight of the actual moral lessons that they were all meant to help preserve in our
hearts and minds. Thus I then ask all of you to now read this passage again for the ﬁrst time in this light:
"Bring no more vain oblations; incense is an abomination unto me; the new moons and sabbaths, the calling of
assemblies, I cannot away with; it is iniquity, even the solemn meeting. Your new moons and your appointed feasts
my soul hateth: they are a trouble unto me; I am weary to bear them. And when ye spread forth your hands, I will
hide mine eyes from you; yea, when ye make many prayers, I will not hear: your hands are full of blood. Wash you,
make you clean; put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes; cease to do evil; learn to do well; seek
judgment, relieve the oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow. Come now, and let us reason together,
saith YHWH, though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be as crimson, they shall
be as wool. If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of the land: But if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall be
devoured with the sword: for the mouth of YHWH hath spoken it. How is the faithful city become an harlot! It was
full of judgment; righteousness lodged in it; but now murderers. - Isaiah 1:13-21
There's also the section in Isaiah chapter 58 (aimed at our speciﬁc time it seems), of which I will shorten it a bit
and offer a few modern terms for us here to better highlight the similar but more relative issues of our day
(please see original languages as conﬁrmation):
1. "Cry aloud, spare not [mine preachers], lift up thy voice like a trumpet [be bold!], and shew my people their
transgression, and the house of Jacob their sins.
2. Yet they seek me daily [and] take delight in appoaching to God.
The people:
3. Why have we fasted, say they, and thou seest not? Why have we aﬄicted our soul [given up luxuries for a day or
so] and thou takest no knowledge [don't seem to notice]?
YHWH's response:
Behold, in the day of your fast ye [still] ﬁnd pleasure, and exact all your labors [lay out your daily actions with
measured levels that you feel I will accept].
4. Behold ye fast for strife and debate [argue over those petty measured differences among one another], and to
smite with the ﬁst of wickedness [hurting one another even while ye fast] ...
5. [Is this the reason for which I taught you to fast?]...
6. [Or is this the lesson of fasting that I have chosen?]: to loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy
burdens, to let the oppressed go free, and that ye break every yoke?
7. Is it not to give of thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor that are cast out to thy house? when thou
seest the naked, that thou cover him; and that thou hide not thyself from thine own [brethren when in need]?" Isaiah 58:1-7
Have we understood any of this any better today my friends?
How many Christians are also out there mocking people for being "conspiracy theorists", when they themselves
are literally the conspirators with Caesar against the true separated believers?
"There is a conspiracy of her prophets in the midst thereof, like a roaring lion ravening the prey; they have devoured
souls; they have taken the treasure and precious things; they have made her many widows [divorced ecclesias] in
the midst thereof. Her priests have violated my law, and have profaned mine holy things: they have put no difference
between the holy and the profane. ... her [leaders] in the midst thereof are like wolves ravening the prey, to shed
blood, and to destroy souls, to get dishonest gain. ... The people of the land have used oppression, and exercised
robbery, and have vexed the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed the stranger wrongfully." - Ezekiel 22:25-29
Millions are yet empowering Caesar to grow ever stronger and more evil over the world by their many
covenanted encouragements of consent to his worsening governance and oppression-obtained providences,
having been drawn away from YHWH's wholesome schoolmaster laws and into satan's man-written legalism

and complex lawyer-woven spider web entrapments, covenants, and wicked yokes. These people are thereby
becoming "mark" certiﬁed to Caesar in countless ways and thereby oﬃcial graduates of satan's humanist
"church world" (sworn citizens of government god), and thus willful possessions of that worldly king or god, no
longer free men, nor any longer bound to Yeshua as sovereign King over them. But what is worse, is how so few
are even trying to work their way out of these snares for both their own good and the good of others, not even
helping to spread this hope of how to escape Caesar's talons by their professed God's "rescue instructions" (as I
call them). Instead, here's what I have seen in recent years:
Many in the churches make big deals out of what color carpetting would be more honoring to "the Lord", while
some even have an ATM machine in their vestibule. (Yes, I even recently shot some video [12-second video
attached below] of one of our local money changer churches even boasting an ATM. Note the female Minister
and I shouldn't fail to mention that they also have regular "all you can eat $paghetti dinners" in competition with
the restaurants in town, too!) These are not anything close to being ecclesias of the God of the Bible, but
outright businesses!
There are churches that have long drawn out meetings over how much to spend on new theatrical-level sound
equipment, while serious preachers who are genuinely promoting YHWH's actual solution in trying to save our
nation can't ﬁnd money for Bibles for the poor.
We can always see expensive luxury cars parked all around many churches these days, while inside they pray,
hoping that somebody would stop this growing oppression that is at the same time causing them to hold on to
their [oppressively acquired] wealth and their various ties to today's many unbiblical gains all that more tightly,
fearing that they need to be overly stocked and prepared for all the many problems they see coming, even if they
have to totally cut out lending any helping hand to save their nation, because, well... "God wouldn't want them to
suffer and go without their comforts, right?"
" ...we are joint heirs with Yeshua; if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also gloriﬁed together." - Romans
8:17
I have seen the open churches ﬁlled at precise 6 foot intervals with mask wearing occupants, of whom most feel
that they are soon going to be safely raptured out of all of this while they "live it up" outside of that one hour
weekly visit, largely ﬁxated all week on their belly's needs and television's ﬁlth as they wait for that day that they
are whisked away.
I run into many others on the street who have been evicted by Caesar of their lush churchianity temples who yet
still revere and obey their god Caesar, and now can only boast of their "on line church services" that they were
then left with, as if Caesar's edicts to stop assembling was of far greater or wiser authority than what YHWH had
otherwise commanded in Hebrews 10:25. They never once mention that a faith in YHWH and His laws could
have stopped this madness even before it had even started, had even just half of those types of folks nationwide
had been spreading the true gospel of biblical governance as America was once more respectfully doing for our
ﬁrst love, our real God, YHWH!
Many more will politely refuse my educational handouts and discs as they exit their (501c3 government
monitored, screened and redacted) churches and hurry to their Caesar-anointed (government "regis"-tered,
license plate crowned, government inspected, insurance trusted) car, travelling with the permission badge of
their Caesar-blessed "driving" licenses, to head home to their equally anointed (rent payment approved [taxed],
building inspector approved, zoning ordinace assigned, government mortgage/debt system permitted) home, in
order to watch their (government propagandized, corporation materialism "covetousness training") televisions
so they won't miss their "favorite program(ming)". This is their "day off" (so they think), being their government
god's ordained day of rest at the end of their pagan calendar work week where they must work very hard to pay a
large portion of ther increase, income, and any other remaining sweat equity to Caesar the rest of the week,
while also voluntarily giving their routine tithes and offerings to this same Caesar god in a trust of their promised
retirement blessings as a socialist-approved form of security. Again, this is the same individual who refused my
materials saying, "I'm good thanks. I'm born again."
They had refused my materials, claiming to be "born again" with their lips, but their hearts and fruits are far from
the God they've been taken so far away from, instead showing who their "true authority" or "god" really is. YHWH
gets no respect or real time in their lives, even in the one hour or so that these poor souls are allotted to spend in
"church", as even His true name is not used there, but a title that is a "one size ﬁts all" label that could be
referring to any god. ... well... a god such as Caesar. Who does this soul really worship, I ask?

There are also remnants that spend years arguing, debating and proclaiming their hypothesized ﬁnite biblical
calendar issues, boasting that they have the fourth commandment perfectly ﬁgured out, some even
meticulously following Jewish traditions and guidances as if acceptible holy garnishes while they are at the
same time often largely or even totally ignoring commandments 1, 2 & 3 (and others such as 6, 8 & 10). They
feel that they are following all the feasts, new moons and sabbath to such a detailed perfection that they will be
seen by YHWH as His most favored people. But most of them are all tied almost as deeply into Caesar as the
"born again" believer from just above (aside from the 501c3 infraction). Will their fourth commandment
perfections and garnishes be praised when they meet their King and Savior here soon?
But what did we just read from Scripture? Are all of the above "believers" to be in for a very unhappy surprise
here soon?
Does not YHWH Himself say that such things are abominations unto Him if we are not ﬁrst faithful to Him in
living the life that those rituals are to be reminders and thus internalized bulwarks of? ...rituals that were meant
to remind and thereby strengthen us against our falling into such evils ourselves?
My friends, many of these people are very friendly, likable people, who many might say "wouldn't hurt a ﬂy", and I
have a love for many of these people that is tearing my heart out that they won't, or maybe can't(?) listen to how
they are hurting much more than ﬂies, but even helping Caesar murder innocent babies and children by their
many agreed-to covenants with this wicked "god". I then hurt inside that nothing I say seems to be understood
or perceived, as is describe in my thoughts on Isaiah 6 below.
My dear friends, those activities and practiced symbolized momentos of our said faith, be they ceremonial or
ritualistic items that we were given by YHWH to follow, were largely given to remind us through such illustrative
ways to not do the very things that all the churches and remnants are now literally doing, which is (if rolled into
one ball and summarized in just one end result of what they all become aspects of): oppressing one another!
That's right, they are now well trained in pushing one another, not closer, but further and further away from their
ﬁrst love (Revelation 2:4) and into total slavery for their new gods! They've increasingly become "thought police"
over one another by having replaced that "long forgotten" God for their new "here and now" oppressor gods
whose morals of political correctness beneﬁt only their elite gods and not one another or themselves. They have
therefore been allowed to keep their post-it notes as fading momentos of their once trusted God, but a belief on
their true meanings is now forbidden by their governing gods and so also by their Pastors or bible study group
leaders. They have been slowly over time de-educated, and now we see that the ﬁnal touches of their obedience
to their new beast god is only ampliﬁed by an increasing intense fear, in having been well trained to teach one
another (as Nazi-anointed kapos over one another) that it's not just okay, but even somehow biblical (inverted
Romans 13) to support their new satanic god, so long as they keep all their post-it notes stuck to their (for now)
overstuffed refrigerators and pantries.
Its like your mother writing you a note to keep in your pocket to remind you to not be cruel or unkind to your little
brother where, when she walks out of the room and you're sure she's gone, you irresistably and selﬁshly keep
stealing all the toys from your little brother . But then when that mother comes back later and you, with a big
smile present the still nicely folded note that you ever yet have carefully preserved in your pocket (while your
little brother is again whimpering and you have all the playroom's toys piled tightly around you only) would a wise
mother know that the note was in no way seen as it was intended to be seen by you, and thereby such glorying
over our keeping of such a note then becomes an abomination to the mother then as well? ...as she can clearly
see what you were really doing to "others"?
As I indicated before, so long as people are yet hurting one another by helping the satanic side spread their fears
rather than helping us serious preachers share the hope of a loving God's hopeful governance solution for us,
then I will only have reason to intensify my messages against this world's refusal and rebellion. That is, at least
until such time as we see more of those who might be having true changes of heart. But the question is, can
they still be spared before all are to meet with YHWH's much more severe way of removing sin from our world
than this mean 'ol preacher had ever attempted to achieve through strict but tenderly delivered warnings? Boy, I
sure hope so! It'd be great to see a sudden rush of people switching sides, wouldn't it?!
George w. Bush once stated (and ironically used here), "Either you're with us, or you're with the terrorists!"
himself wanting to be seen as the hero of course, not one of the villians.
Well, my YHWH has had a message for the world that was long before Bush's sabre rattling version, where
Scripture says, "choose ye this day whom ye will serve", where I would now say that it's come that close to the

time where it is coming down to the wire where I, standing with my God, my Savior and King might say, "Either
you're with us, or you're with the satanists!" Ye cannot serve (work for; help; support; or even encourage any
obedience to) two opposing masters.
What did Moses say at the foot of Mt. Sinai? Did he not force the people to choose sides before he sent the
Levites throughout the camp to slaughter the golden calf worshipers? Are we not in a parallel situation here
today?
The moral of our story today is this:
If any of us are still fearful, not having been practiced in the trusting of YHWH in our said faith, and thus not truly
understanding the real promise of the God that we say we worship, ... and we are making sure that we are
instead seen as not offending Caesar in any way, ...and even timidly hiding our witness of YHWH's deeper
truths under the covers, ...waiting for others to "ﬁx the world" for us as we sit by having possibly even having
been cast into outer darkness where there is weeping and gnashing of teeth (as we are forewarned in the
illustration of the talents in Matthew 25:14-33)....
... and... If you feel you may be suffering in that outer darkness wanting more than ever to get out of such
heartache, then maybe its time to go and dig up that talent you may have buried in the ground and start putting it
to good use for your Master before He arrives here soon (?)
Are we "proﬁtable" servants? ...or are we as the "unproﬁtable servant" (v. 30) who will be cast into outer
darkness?
To act only upon our fear of all of Caesar's many growing woes against us, rather than sharing the hope of
YHWH's kingdom, is to be a proﬁtable servant of Caesar, not YHWH! ...and to gather not with Yeshua is to
scatter! (Luke 11:23). To just sit and ocassionally share one's fears about the problems, but not then more
boastfully and boldly stand in sharing the need of true reforms with the God you say you worship, to better be
that witness who shares his faith with others, to then help end this wrath, is not up to this preacher to judge, but
will be judged by our Savior Himself, and perhaps judged already (Rev 22:11), where many tragically seem
to be in such a terriﬁed state of outer darkness, and may yes, be feeling empty and extremely nervous about
possibly being found abandoned on a side of this war that they hadn't expected (as in Matthew 7:21-23).
Those of you who know me, know that this always comes of my love for my YHWH and for each one of you, out
of my passionately wanting all of you to be safely reconciled to Him, especially those of you who are yet worried
about where you presently stand. If you feel that I am being too pushy while you are clearly yet standing in
dangerous ﬂoodwaters, then you don't know me, nor my King's loving instruction that insists that a true preacher
do all he can to reach those he loves before that day.
I have already seen a number of people that I may have been too gentle on, leave this life as of late, and many
many more who have gotten the vaccination and are yet conﬁdent that they "have their own relationship with
god", and don't want to hear much of what I am trying to convey to them, having themselves only become, as I
said in the beginning, only glaring, walking evidences of the successful dumbing down of our nation.
I have spent some time in Isaiah 6: 9-13 today and Matthew Henry's thought provoking view of this painful
picture as well (please read that for yourself here if you can), where I can only pray that YHWH might have mercy
on these people who don't truly seem to want to know Him yet, as the last verse says that only a tenth of those
who presently can't understand or perceive what knowledge that they need in order to know how to be
"converted and healed", "shall return" (out of that dark place ruled by their fears). Knowing that YHWH changes
not, and His judgments are always very consistent throughout history, it would be an easy assumption to say
that those who "return" will surely be only the very serious and most studied and trusting of YHWH's professing
believers among us today. Only the most focused on Him as their true God, King and Savior are going to make it,
so I am hurting for many of you who are still straddling the fence in some of these ways.
And although I love so many of you people dearly, I all the more must sympathize ﬁrst with this heartbroken
Heavenly Father that I love even more, as He did nothing to hurt anyone or turn them away from Him but had
spent their whole lives trying to gently beg them to more responsibly study His heart in the Scriptures and
thereby courageously mature in that way of life for the good of one another, that all could then forever live in
peace.
I must therefore stand with my YHWH. I then must yes, ﬁrst give my all to Him and His ways of love and
harmony, before those who can't. ...as that is the overall purpose of what this life was for, to separate those

whose free will had chosen the narrow path of His love grounded in faith that they might bravely stand in His
perfectly guided love for one another, from those who would not.
We have been dumbed down enough to be terriﬁed into self-sacriﬁcing ourselves at satan's alter, my dear
people. We are obediently bowing to satan's gods on earth, rather than our true loving God, King and Savior.
So please at least try to pull yourselves out of your fears which are a witness to a lack of trust in the salvation
that all of you became believers for, my friends, as I don't want to miss a single one of you when this is over! So
please measure whatever aspects of all of this you feel that YHWH may be tugging on your hearts about and at
least try to work on those things, that you might really really trust that He is your rock and your fortress, not
Caesar! Fear YHWH, not these satanists who can only kill the body and not the soul, and you'll begin to ﬁnd the
strength that I and a few others have found! Put your whole heart into it and break free from those tormenting
chains of fear that are only going to drag you ever further down and away from the God who lovingly gave you a
free will and had all your life gently begged you to simply love and trust Him! Don't let your fears rob you and
your family of an eternity of a beautiful world that will never again have even a single day of the slightest pain or
suffering!
Do you not want such a happy ending that never stops? My dear friends, you can do all things through Yeshua
who strengtheneth thee", so please, brothers and sisters, love Him with all your hearts, souls, minds and
strength, and then... stand with Him!
My deepest of prayers and blessings once more to all of you who are yet seeking Him with your whole heart,
-dwaine
____________________
If any of you have found this to help you see Him with greater conviction and you want more encouragements to
help stay on that better path of moving away from the world, please, feel free to get back to me. My words and
disciplines come straight from Scripture and are what helped me, and they will be much easier on those who
would rather not ﬁnd the much harder condemnations laid on us on judgment day.
A government built on love can only work with those who responsibly participate in helping to build it with their
own love for others, and by a faith in Him that designed it. Trust Him!
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